A tracking system for
those who know it’s about
more than tracking.
Flexible and simplified. The latest 3M™ One-Piece Tracking Device 4 lets
you focus more on your monitoring program and less on your equipment.

3M™ One-Piece Tracking Device 4

Flexible
Software

Simplified
Design

Reliable
Hardware

Multiple Supervision Levels

Single-Use Strap

CDMA Network

Switches easily between active,
hybrid and passive modes

Improves comfort, cleanliness and
the potential for compliance

Custom Program Configurations

Tamper Resistance

Supports cellular communication
and tower based tracking (TBT)
to provide the most reliable
coverage nationwide

Allows specific program rules to be
set for each offender

Strap materials prevent stretching
and reveal tampering

Two-Way Communication

Simple Activation

Water Resistance

Notifies offenders with LED lights
and vibration alerts

Sets up in less than 5 minutes

Strap and device resist water up
to 68 ft. in depth

Data Backup

Battery Life

If the signal is lost, the device
stores up to 30 days of data

Lasts more than 38 hours on a
2.5 hr. charge

Certified Safe

Home Curfew
Optional Indoor Beacon
Improves location accuracy while
allowing offenders to move freely
indoors without signal loss or
interruption

Meets all necessary safety
standards and FCC certifications

Slim Profile
Weighs in under 6.5 oz.

If the battery enters low-power
mode, the device stores up to 3
days of data

On-Board Processing
Program rules remain stored for
faster notification delivery

Update Compatibility
The device houses enough
storage and processing power
for future system updates to be
pushed and installed wirelessly

Adjustable Indoor Range
RF tethering between the beacon
and offender device allows for
custom range settings up to 250 ft.

Working on the Science
of Safe and Sound
For more than 20 years, 3M has been committed to helping
agencies and companies improve the security of people
worldwide. This mission continues with a growing line
of products and services, all designed to protect lives,
preserve property and manage budgets efficiently.

